
Mariann Szamosi As A Little Girl 

This picture was taken of me, possibly in 1933. It's from Nagykoros. The Shillingers took it, we were
friends with them. I look so sad, I don?t know why. I was born in 1928. I lived in Nagykoros before
my school years. I started at the Jewish grade school there. I remember we always went to temple
in Nagykoros. I started at the Jewish school there. I really loved the teacher. His daughter was a
good friend of my cousin, Klarika Rosenfeld. I went down to visit them a lot, even after we had no
house there, anymore. In the summer, I stayed with them. And we went to temple, but we didn't
pray, we just talked. My friends there were all Jewish. Life there was about going to the open spa
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together, a very good artesian spa, we took bicycle tours, and went to the cinema. Life was still
nice and peaceful around 1935. The house in Nagykoros was a miracle of my childhood. It was
pretty large, separated into two parts, the front part for my parents, and the rear part for uncle Pali
and Grandma. In our part, there was a bedroom, a kid's room, a kind of salon and a big dining
room, which we never used because it was very dark. Downstairs were the utility rooms: a big
pantry, a big kitchen and a kind of maid's room. There were steps on the side of the house that led
up to the bathroom. For that time, the furniture was modern, the windows were very pretty, with
wild grape vines or proper grape vines covering the house. I remember you could open one of the
windows and eat the grapes. There was a little flower garden with a tiny little pond, and fish in it.
Great big trees, with turtle doves in them, and there were acacias, which we would breakfast
underneath. The courtyard was paved all around, so you could ride a bicycle around the house.
That was one of my favorite pastimes. There was a kind of warehouse, where the fruit-packing
women worked, plus a big cellar where the barrels were kept. Life was pretty lively there.
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